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Abstract

The widespread use of English worldwide has brought about a significant impact for human beings to date. In the education sphere mainly, many studies have been conducted to discover the issues in English instruction. Moreover, English teachers in Indonesia were highly encouraged to figure out the best method to teach and cope with any problems encountered by the students to achieve the best learning outcomes. Besides, the government had also tried its best endeavors to accustom the curriculum to the needs in this globalization era. However, the results have not always been as expected since teachers and students possessed divergent points of view linked with the implementation of English language instruction. Therefore, this scientific literature review discussed some issues related to English which included; English in Indonesia, English Language Teaching for Education, Teachers’ Strategies to English Language Teaching, Problems of English Language Teaching, and Students’ Perceptions towards English Language Teaching. Furthermore, the main aim of this paper was to acknowledge to the readers that the teachers and students essentially require English due to its crucial role in the development of Education in Indonesia.
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Introduction

English as the first world language and international Lingua Franca inevitably and undoubtedly plays essential roles for being spoken in some spheres of the work world to date (Rao, 2019). It is evidenced by the endeavors of governments worldwide to optimize English language proficiency as part of the escalating economy, education, and politics (Brooker, 2018). In Indonesia, despite being heavily criticized at the beginning of its presence which was deemed to posses a threat to learners' multilingual backgrounds in terms of the cultural, moral, and behavioral aspects (Lauder, 2008), English is seen as a powerful means of communication since besides being implemented as instruction at higher educational institutions, it is also seen as a way to escalate one’s social status. Thus, English language teaching has been an intrinsic part of the Indonesian educational system (Mappiasse et al., 2014). Furthermore, Lauder (2008) figured out that one of the reasons
Indonesians learn English is its role on the international scale, which in turn leads them to compete globally. Moreover, the status of English as a foreign language in Indonesia does not primarily underestimate its significance among societies. Since Indonesia belongs to one of the expanding circles (Kirkpatrick, 2020), which are commonly beyond the colonization of the inner-circle countries, some inner-circle countries (native speaking countries) are The United States, Britain, New Zealand, Australia, or Canada. On the other hand, countries that used to be colonized by the inner circles, in this case, Malaysia, Singapore, etc. are adopting English as their second or supplementary language and commonly spoken in their daily communication (Lee & Jun 2016).

Furthermore, as Indonesia's most prioritized foreign language, English is deemed the modern means to communicate. In contrast, the Indonesian language plays a crucial role in linking the nation and vernacular languages as the traditional or historical status (Lie, 2017). Despite being not implemented in everyday communication, English is employed in a few places in Indonesia i.e. foreign enterprises, educational institutions, and foreign offices. Thus, it is encouraging that today's culture is beginning to recognize the importance of studying English, not merely for its function in knowledge, science, and technology, but also in economic activities and professional advancement (Gunantar, 2016).

Similarly, most people, particularly fresh graduates, see English as a gateway to widen job opportunities. Most employers seek competent people proven by the satisfying academic result and good English speaking proficiency (Sari & Ed, 2014). Additionally, the globalization age was also perceived as imposing English as the prerequisite. They believe that Indonesians would be left behind and unable to compete on a global scale without English. Consequently, an increasing number of schools in Indonesia, ranging from kindergarten to university level, are trying to speak English as the language of teaching (Jayanti & Norahmi, 2015).

Method

This article aims at explaining the English language teaching implemented in Indonesia. Moreover, the method employed is a qualitative library-research design which required the writer to collect the object materials from the previous studies on related English language teaching. Jones (1993) advocated that this type of research design will assist the researcher in attaching and identifying the factual sources or personal ideas to answer related research questions. The sources in this research include; the English curriculum, English teaching methods/strategies, students’ perception towards English, and teachers’ challenges in teaching English in Indonesia. Furthermore, the main focus of the writer in this paper is on the implementation of English and how teachers and students get adapted to the curriculum change on English from 2004 to 2013.

Results and Discussions

The English Language Teaching for Education in Indonesia

In Indonesia, the Ministry of National Education has long been concerned about the Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) problems. The primary approach employed so far is altering the curriculum, which is believed to be the solution (Suharjati, 2010). Thus, the teaching of English in the classroom learning process is heavily affected by what type of curriculum is implemented. Ekawati (2016) described a curriculum as the intended activities of students linked with the pedagogical subjects, ideas, sources, and practices aiming to scrutinize educational achievement objectives.

Moreover, from 2004 to 2013, the focus of English teaching was based on the Grammar Translation Method (GTM). Siregar (2018) spelled out GTM as a range of activities providing specific readings from L1 to the targeted language to produce meaning that associates a process and comprehension of both languages cognitively. The goals were to give understanding to the students,
particularly the language learning, and to see the similar or different features between L1 (Indonesian) and L2 or foreign language (English) (Tugrul Mart, 2013). However, this type of approach was considered unsuccessful since knowing grammar and vocabulary will merely contribute to students' good exam results yet not the English mastery (Cai, 2012)

Today, the curriculum employed to improve Indonesia's education system is the 2013 curriculum (K-13), in effect from July 2013 to now. In this curriculum, teachers develop higher-order thinking skills by providing discussion-based activities, small group discussions, and classroom discussions to promote students' critical thinking skills (Indriyana & Kuswandono, 2019). Moreover, the presence of the K-13 curriculum is to replace the previous KTSP program (Education Unit Level Curriculum), which was believed could merely assist students in gaining the knowledge but lack in skills and characters (Zaim, 2017). Furthermore, the curriculum change was generated by the awareness of Indonesian people about the development of the era, the world challenge, and the advancement of science and technology (Nasir, 2015).

Despite the critics in terms of the inadequacy of training, which has the potentials to the breakdown of the curriculum implementation in the classroom (Poedjiastutie et al., 2018), K-13 aspires to help Indonesians become more devout, industrious, innovative, and passionate citizens (Sofiana et al., 2019). Most importantly, this curriculum has been evolving the standardized process in the pedagogical sphere, which aims to achieve the ultimate standard of competence by preparing the teaching and learning to become more interactive, more challenging fun, and motivating (Habibi et al., 2017).

Moreover, some of the current curriculum's strengths are focusing on the meaning and communicative functions. Thus, developing students' English communication abilities is the ultimate purpose of learning English (Yufrizal, 2017). Furthermore, the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) technique has been used in the 2013 ELT curriculum since it is expected to transition from a teacher-centered to a student-centered approach which leads to students learning the language's social functions, text structure, and grammar. This type of approach could enhance students' speaking confidence since it provides plenty of interactions and communication chances during the learning process (Ho, 2020). In addition, Gunawan (2017) found in his research that this curriculum could improve the learning process in terms of pre-teaching planning, implementing the learning undertakings, and learning activities evaluation.

Further, the principles of the 2013 curriculum seek to build a learning paradigm that moves from students to know to be students to find out, from teacher-centered to learner-centered, from content-based to competency-based learning, and from partial to complete learning which in turn can assist the students to be more actively and critically engaged in English language learning process (Reswari, 2018). Gusnetti & Mukhaiyar (2019) further explained the aims of K-13, which are to stimulate the students in their learning process and enable the students to observe, ask, and communicate the lesson they have gained.

A study also found plenty of points regarding English instructors' attitudes and practices of the 2013 curriculum's concepts and features in the context of English Language Teaching. One of the things admitted by the teachers is that the 2013 curriculum indicates a greater emphasis on learning (Darmawan et al., 2020). Consequently, more English language teaching specialists prefer suggesting that EFL teacher education include more courses in the curriculum that represent academic knowledge to produce English teachers with the best teaching skills. Therefore, Anjaniputra (2013) spelled out that teachers should be able to accustom the teaching strategies by considering students' proficiency levels, qualities, and material references that are compatible with their understanding.

Teachers' Strategies To English Language Teaching In Indonesia

In Indonesia, the categories of teaching competency in pedagogy, personality, and professionality have been regulated and become the measurement of an ideal teacher as they are integrated with the
teachers’ performance (Jabu, 2015). Therefore, it encourages them to think about improving their competency by implementing various strategies to improve students’ learning outcomes. Upa (2020) explained teaching strategies as multiple actions implemented by the teachers aiming to conduct the teaching and learning process effectively and efficiently, which leads to successful learning objectives.

Moreover, one of the most numerous strategies required by the teachers to implement is how to attract students’ interest, for it can stimulate students’ English language learning (Yusimah & Hj, 2014). Yilmaz (2011) suggested that teachers are required to have self-efficacy, which affects their ability when establishing the teaching strategies and managing the classroom. Additionally, English teachers are needed to improve themselves by being present at a higher educational level or getting involved in teachers’ service training to escalate their teaching competence (Gultom, 2015).

In addition, the understanding of both teachers and students is primarily becoming the prerequisite for the success of the learning process. Teachers should connect with the pupils and help them become more motivated (Gultom, 2015). No matter what approach is implemented, well-prepared teachers are supposed to know the media of instruction to foster students’ involvement and use the tools in making plans and teaching (Skarpaas & Hellekjær, 2021). Besides, the comfortability and enjoyability of the classroom climate are necessarily required by the teachers to achieve the learning goals (Mumary, 2017).

Furthermore, Adamson et al. (2013) figured out some strategies for students’ development, which include the adaptation of language instruction for any rate of English competence, the use of English in various contexts (writing, repeating, highlighting), and the allowance for English students to converse in their language. Using the compatible teaching media is essentially required by the teachers to escalate students’ motivation (Aini, 2013). Moreover, the teachers in Indonesia need the availability of English literature since it plays a crucial role in English teaching and learning, particularly to enrich students’ knowledge in the four skills; writing, reading, speaking and listening (Novianti, 2016).

Problems of English Language Teaching in Indonesia

The incongruent expectation between teachers and learners during the learning process has affected the results and attitudes of teaching and learning (Xuan van ha, 2021). Teachers and learners are the significant determiners of academic outcomes. All learning activities are, therefore, successfully addressed if teachers and students involve together. Indeed, the teachers are the most crucial element in running the teaching and learning processes (Kaur, 2019). However, it is getting more difficult to get successful outcomes when the teachers do not have adequate communication proficiency, which influences the students’ high expectation of good learning opportunities (König et al., 2016). Particularly, in English Language Teaching (ELT), if English teachers do not comprehend communicative language teaching philosophies, the accurate sociolinguistic context, and the students’ need for language acquisition, it can be a problem in implementing teaching practices (Yulia, 2013).

In Indonesia, teachers and students deal with various problems and challenges in language teaching and learning. The issues partly come from students and English teachers (Mumary, 2017). Despite having learned English for years, plenty of students still find it challenging to communicate with the target language, particularly in speaking, which commonly requires them to transfer their ideas orally and the other skills (Abrar et al., 2018). As a result, several students are rarely motivated to study English due to the difficulties, poor learning resources, and limited time and opportunities to practice. Moreover, the students’ motivation is the essential part that needs to be developed by the English teachers to involve them in English teaching and learning. Thus, it is one of the challenges for teachers to lead the instruction and interest the students to engage in the teaching.

Furthermore, the teachers also face many other challenges to optimize language learning, like students’ different backgrounds and characteristics that affect their language acquisition. Consequently, most students have low proficiency in English language comprehension (S. S. N. A. Agung, 2019). It occurs since the students have poor vocabulary mastery.
Therefore, it becomes an obstacle for teachers to teach the students with appropriate strategies to face this problem.

Besides, the problem is also related to the utilization of instructional media such as PowerPoint Presentations. The teachers cannot maximize their use to conduct the teaching and learning process effectively and attractively (Sukmahidayanti, 2015). This happens as the teachers' qualification that comes to teach English without any teaching training. Moreover, teaching English seems to be more challenging when it relates to teachers' problems due to a lack of experience (Karademir & Gorgoz, 2019). Those who did not pass any teaching training enough might struggle to utilize the teaching method effectively.

Furthermore, the majority of English teachers are unprepared for the lessons they must provide. As they do not have an English bachelor's degree relevant for teaching primary pupils, their pedagogical understanding may be insufficient for teaching English (Hawanti, 2014). Additionally, inadequate time is another problem in teaching English. The lesson time is frequently limited; once or twice a week, one or two hours every day for various subjects to teach (Hamdan, 2011). As a result, the lesson plan does not go as planned, and the following session would frequently be a review of the previous unfinished teaching-learning materials. To make matters worse, they will be unable to detect the issues present in the learners' learning process.

Over-crowded English classes are also still one of the biggest problems faced by English teachers, and the effect of such a situation can be seen during the process of teaching and learning (Mumary Songbatumis, 2017). According to Badriah (2019), the over-crowded class is widely known as one difficulty teaching English. Consequently, the teacher will find new problems, which include more difficult class management, noisy class, and the teacher cannot pay attention to each student.

Several teachers are also rarely motivated to teach English due to the curriculum policy's complex demands that limit teachers' activities to serve innovative ideas for good quality of language teaching and learning (Darmawan et al., 2020). By the short time of teaching, limited facilities, and low salary, some teachers find it challenging to lead the instruction to achieve various indicators proposed in the curriculum 2013. Meanwhile, the teachers are lack knowledge of English Language Teaching (ELT) implementation, as stated in curriculum 2013 to refer to the performance of the scientific approaches and models, including project-based learning, problem-based learning, and discovery learning (Darmawan et al. 2020).

Students' Perceptions towards English Language Teaching in Indonesia

Teaching is complex work as it needs skills, thinking, decisions, and actions (Lamatokan, 2018). Teaching English is not only conveying materials to the students but also requires acting. Therefore, the English teachers are not merely serving students the English subject matter but also think, decide, and take appropriate action to educate them to be proficient in both oral and written English. Badriah (2019) points out that many ELT teachers have tried to create English classrooms, but they failed to get the meaning across, leading to students' incomprehension and resentment.

In Indonesia, English teachers carry out the instruction with numerous teaching styles, commonly referring to the students' necessities for language learning. Thus, students' perceptions are essential for estimating when to employ any teaching strategies in language learning. Moreover, teaching strategies that focus on teachers' central position, knowledge transmission, classroom teaching, and the teaching materials would highly critically affect how students perceive the teaching and learning process (Xia, 2020). Wulandari (2019) found that most students positively perceived the Indonesian language as the supporting language of instruction in the EFL classroom. Pardede (2018) advocated that more than three-quarters of students at secondary school in the capital of Indonesia (79%) "agreed” and “strongly agreed” to use both English and Indonesian, while almost half (46%) hated the notion of using full English.

Furthermore, some students have positive responses toward the teaching styles of their English teachers (Lamatokan, 2018), while few students disagree. It can be seen in the students' attitude toward
English language teaching. The students show a positive attitude to the teacher's teaching style, in which they are satisfied with the language teaching and learning. According to the students' perspectives, they are happy with the teaching styles provided by the English teachers, in terms of the teacher's attitude in teaching, sufficient materials, teachers' learning strategies, and interesting media. It indicates that the English teachers successfully carry out language learning among students (Lamatokan, 2018). Furthermore, students' perception of English language teaching is also affected by the use of instructional media. Medium of instruction has been considered a tool of English language teaching for supporting students in teaching and learning (Alamsyah & Darmawan, 2019). It is also one of the ways to assist students in improving their English language skills (Al Arif, 2019).

Similarly, other students from secondary levels have good views on the teachers' teaching styles. The students argue that the English teachers bring good attitude and interaction styles into English language teaching which in turn increases their learning motivation (Dewi et al., 2020). The English teachers are deemed as skilled and knowledgeable in conveying the materials when they attempt to communicate by using familiar vocabularies with the students and serve clear explanations with personal experience examples that support the subjects can be understandable. As the teachers' attitude and teaching styles, the students are satisfied with the learning activities.

However, several students show opposing responses to the English teaching and learning styles (Farjriah et al., 2019) as they are not satisfied with the learning activities. On the one hand, they assume that the English teachers rarely use English in their teachings. The materials are not accordant with the student's daily activities, and the media were barely implemented. On the other hand, they opine that the class was boring, the lessons are not clearly explained, materials to discuss are not well designed, short time to practice and the feedback of daily homework are rarely provided by the English teachers.

Additionally, since the internet is a crucial learning resource for students, language learning is mediated inside and outside the classroom or is well-known as the flipped classroom. A flipped classroom is a new model of teaching in Indonesia that transfers the teaching materials outside the school (home) by utilizing media like video and podcast, involved with the content, and through problem-solving or group work, which is then discussed in the class (Blair et al., 2016). The students' response toward the use of Flipped classroom model in Indonesia performs numerous judgments. Generally, they perceive that the Flipped classroom implementation is good particularly in escalating the academic outcomes as the result of students' high motivation and positive attitudes towards this strategy (Akgözay & Akgözay, 2018). Nonetheless, the students prefer to learn in the classroom rather than view lecture videos or read subjects at home to prepare their materials before class as what in Flipped classroom model (Afrilyasanti et al., 2017). The students are unmotivated to view the lecture videos due to the repeated content that the class teachers repeatedly conduct. As a result, several students are not well prepared to participate in the classroom activities. Hence, they are more actively engaged in classroom activities than watching videos (online self-learning).

Most importantly, as the impact of Covid-19, teachers and students recently are forced to replace physical learning with an online system. Therefore, online instruction is a big deal of the national education ministry of Indonesia to operate the teaching and learning process amid the pandemic period demanding all educational fields from primary schools to higher institutions (Hadriana et al., 2021). Overall instructional activities are required to employ online to cut the spread of Covid-19 effects. Consequently, teachers and students carry out learning activities, including English language teaching, through varied e-learning platforms such as Zoom Meetings, Rumah Belajar, WhatsApp, Quipper School, and Ruang Guru. Regarding this issue, the students involved in online activities advocate that the online instruction is enjoyable as it is accessible, helpful, and engaging (A. S. N. Agung & Surtikanti, 2020). The study conducted by Rakhmanina (2021), exploring students' perceptions toward Online English learning, indicates that most students were actively immersed in online instruction rather than those who do not. She (2021) explains that the rest of the students cannot participate due to
poor access or limited connectivity. WhatsApp is an affordable and enjoyable learning medium for students as it is straightforward to access (Susila et al., 2020).

**Conclusion**

In Indonesia, English is seen as crucial as it is required in many sectors to fulfill several needs of society, including education, culture, economy, and politics. The presence of English has significantly contributed a profound effect toward Indonesia's necessity in the enriching economy, society, and education. Moreover, teaching English in Indonesia is addressed entirely by referring to the curriculum regulations made by the national education ministry. Indonesia's curriculum policy has changed regularly from 2004 to 2013 as it has been named as KTSP to K-13. KTSP was a temporary curriculum in 2004 that demanded English Language Teaching, conducted using Grammar Translation Method (GTM). However, it was considered as unsuccessful as it only helped students in English examination results and not the English attainment.

In 2013, curriculum K-13 was built to replace the KTSP curriculum as the change of era, world challenge, and science and technology enhancement. 2013 curriculum is considered good as it adopts communicative language teaching (ELT) approach and emphasizes on from teacher-centered to learner-centered, from content-based to competency-based learning, and from partial to complete learning exposes students' activeness and critics while being engaged in English language learning process. Indonesian English teachers employ various learning strategies to bring effective and efficient instruction for excellent English language outcomes. The most crucial role of teachers is encouraging their students to engage in the learning process actively. Indeed, teachers should be able to escalate students' interest in learning by serving specific teaching methods. In Indonesia, teachers are emphasized to involve in a teachers’ training program to enhance their teaching competencies. However, teachers and students in Indonesia deal with problems and challenges in language teaching and learning. English Foreign Language (EFL) students in Indonesia find it challenging to learn English as a foreign language different from their mother language (Indonesia). As a result, they are rarely engaged in language learning due to its difficulty, poor learning resources, and limited time and opportunity to practice.

On the other hand, several teachers are not proficient in applying instructional media to increase students' learning motivation. It happens due to some teachers who do not participate in any teaching training. Particularly, in the pandemic covid-19, teachers attempt to maximize the learning dealing with complex demands of the curriculum, including poor learning strategies, limited time of teaching, and lack of learning access. Perceptions of students toward language learning in Indonesia indicate various judgments depending on how teachers bring their teaching styles into the learning activities. Some students agree with the teaching styles addressed by the teachers as they can carry out satisfying learning with a good attitude in teaching, the presence of sufficient materials, the use of appropriate learning strategies, and the implementation of interesting media. On the contrary, some students disagree with the teaching styles conducted by the teachers as they rarely use English in their teachings, irrelevant materials with the students' daily activities, and the media were barely implemented. Besides, the students do not expose the boring class, unclear lessons, unprepared materials, short time of practice, and rare feedback giving. Indeed, amid the pandemic era, students perceive it interesting to address online learning as they think it is easy, helpful, enjoyable, and engaging.
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